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CHS Payment Solutions Equipment Overview 
 
 
 
 

Non-Integrated POS Equipment 
Vx520 

 
The Verifone vx520 is CHS Payment Solutions' non-integrated Point of Sale solution. With the vx520, 
merchants receive the functionality of an integrated Point of Sale that fits in the palm of your hand. Ideal for 
countertops, this device is designed for easy use and includes a backlit screen and keypad for all lighting 
situations. 

 

Integrated POS Equipment 
Verifone® Commander and RubyCi 

 
Verifone offers a wide range of solutions to address your individual business needs. Their point-of-sale 
systems are built for real-world conditions, with all touch or keyboard/touch options for use with the durable 
and comprehensive Commander Site Controller. They also offer the full featured, all-in-one RubyCi. This mini- 
site controller and POS is included in one piece of hardware for fast, efficient, complete store management 
with a smaller footprint. 

 
Gilbarco Passport® 

 
The Passport point-of-sale features an easy-to-use touch screen to simplify training and increase cashier 
accuracy and speed. With multiple loyalty program interfaces, powerful fuel discounting, carwash and 
merchandising options, the Passport point-of-sale system provides you with the tools you need to grow, 
control and track your business. Passport also has integration with 48 back office systems. 

 
Triple E with Commander EF 

 
The Triple E POS system offers intuitive touch-screen control for your retail and fueling needs, while meeting 
industry requirements for stability and security. With an easy-to-use interface, you'll reduce clerk training 
time and user errors. Along with a robust POS system, Triple E offers a proprietary island card reader, 
Sentinel. The Sentinel supports all major debit and credit cards and can process both commercial and private 
fleet cards. 

 
Pinnacle Palm™ with Commander EF 

 
Pinnacle Palm has a touch-screen interface and offers varying levels of functionality based on your needs. It 
features local card acceptance, cash patronage tracking, received on account (at the register), memo field, a 
local card look-up system, and an option for contracts. 
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Gasboy Prime 
 

Gasboy Prime features an advanced user interface with color display and full alphanumeric keypad. With a web-
based interface, it allows for seamless integrations with EKOS or Fleet Head Office enterprise software. The 
system records all site transaction, inventory and authorization activities while also controlling the forecourt 
dispensers, payment terminals and fuel tanks. 

 
Comdata SmartDESQ 

 
Comdata's SmartDESQ provides enhanced processing and pump control for diesel fuel transactions, allowing 
you to combine payment transactions for the fuel desk and other profit centers into a single system. This 
system accepts multiple payment types, offers in-store pump control and pay-at-the-pump capability, and 
simplifies end-of-shift reporting. 

 
NCR RPOS 

 
NCR is helping redefine the point-of-sale system for petroleum and convenience store retailers. NCR Radiant 
allows you to launch promotions, specials and customer programs across all sites in a matter of minutes. 
Most importantly, this advanced POS solution supports every store profit center—from fuel to foodservice— 
so you can manage the growing complexity of your petroleum and convenience retail operations. 

 

Security 
To help manage location security, CHS Payment Solutions offers all customers access to POS Protect + 
programs. These programs provide tools and resources to assist in managing Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standards (PCI DSS) and helps keep location information and data secure. 

 
 

 

For more information and to answer questions about the POS solutions, please call CHS Payment Solutions at 
800-852-5301 or email PSSupport@chsinc.com. 
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